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QUESTION 1

What happens after the skill output Welcome to our store\\'s chat bot!\\'\\' in this dialog flow? 

A. The skill displays "Welcome to our store\\'s chat bot!" again. 

B. The skill goes to output2, outputs "You can ask me about what products we have in the store", and then returns
control to the user. 

C. The skill returns control to the user. After the user enters text, it goes to the intent state. 

D. The skill returns control to the user. After the user enters text, it goes to output2 and outputs "You can ask me about
what products we have in the store." 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the output of this code? 
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A. "Leaving loop at 3" 

B. "Leaving loop at 4" 

C. "Leaving loop at 0" 

D. "Your session appears to be in infinite loop. Please_try again later\\'\\' 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Take a look at the output of a system.List component in the screenshot below, and note how one of the items includes a
comma (,). 
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In the code below, what value would you assign to the option property for it to display items for `\\'Yes\\'\\', No please\\'\\',
and `\\'Not sure\\'\\'? 

A. options: ["Yes","No, please resend","Not sure"] 

B. options: "Yes, No\u002C please resend. Not sure" 

C. options: Yes, No\u002C please resend, Not sure 

D. options: "\\'Yes\\', \\'No, please resend\\', \\'Not sure\\'" 

E. options: [[Yes]. please resend]. [Not sure]] 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 4

A user is in the middle of a conversation flow with a digital assistant but then triggers the Exit system intent by saying
"get me out of here". Which statement is true? 

A. Depending on digital assistant routing parameters, the user will be prompted to confirm exiting from the current
conversation. 

B. The conversation can only be exited if the current context score is lower than the Exit Skill Confirmation digital
assistant routing parameter. 
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C. The conversation can only be exited if the current context score is greater than the Exit Skill Confirmation digital
assistant routing parameter. 

D. Because the user didn\\'t explicitly specify the invocation name of the skill when exiting, the user will always be
prompted to confirm exiting the current conversation. 

E. The conversation will resume at a state in the skill defined by a digital assistant parameter. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Which variable type is automatically set with values from the chat client,such as locate and timezoneoffset? 

A. System variables 

B. Variables that are defined in the context section in the dialog flow 

C. User variables 

D. System.config variables 

E. Profile variables 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

Consider the following dialog flow code in a skill: Which statement is true? 
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A. The skill displays the message "Please wait, we\\'re reviewing your order", then displays "Almostdone...", then
displays "Thank you for your order.", and then completes the conversation. 

B. The skill displays the message "Please wait, we\\'re reviewing your order" and then waits for user input. 

C. The skill displays the message "Please wait, we\\'re reviewing your order", then displays "Almost done...", and then
waits for user input. 

D. The skill displays the message "Please wait, we\\'re reviewing your order", then displays "Almost done...", then
displays "Thank you for your order.", and then waits for user input. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

In a validation loop, users are repeatedly asked to enter the same information, thereby preventing them 

from transitioning to a different dialoq flow state in a conversation. 

What is causing the validation loop? 

A. The dialog flow state uses an input component that references a nonentity type variable. The same dialog flow state
is referenced in the next transition. 

B. The nlpResultvariable property of the input component points to "iResult", which is a variable of type "nlpresuit". 

C. The keepTurn property of the input component is set to true and the maxPrompts property is set to a value greater
than 0. 
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D. The input component associated with a state references a variable of an entity type and the maxPrompts property is
not set. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

You have a use case that calls for users to enter a series of complex values. What would you do to ensure that users
enter these values correctly with the least effort? 

A. Create a composite bag entity for the types of values, and then add a regex entity to handle validation. 

B. Use a system.commonResponse component to aggregate and validate user input. 

C. Create a webview service which connects the skill to a web app that renders as a form and provides features such as
input validation and option buttons. 

D. Create a dedicated skill for collecting and validating input and pair it with a skill for processing the validated input. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

Which is NOT used to tune routing behavior? 

A. the classifier\\'s F1-score 

B. the built-in system intent confidence threshold 

C. the confidence win margin 

D. candidate skills\\' confidence thresholds 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

To translate output messages, you created a resource bundle in your skill. The resource bundle contains an
orderConfirmation key with the following message: Thanks {0} for your order. Your order of a {1} is no its way. In your
dialog flow, you have a variable rb of type resourcesBundle defined. In additional, you defined a variable pizzaType
holding the type of the pizza (for example, Salami) and a variable pizzaSize holding the size of the Pizza ( for example ,
large). 
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A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 11

What statement correctly describes the Authentication Service ion Oracle Digital Assistant? 

A. The Authentication Service authenticates users to Oracle Identity Cloud Service. It provides customizable login
screens that are displayed in the context of a user-bot conversation. 

B. The Authentication Service holds the identity provider configuration that is used at run time in Oracle Digital Assistant
to retrieve an access token that authorizes REST service calls. 

C. The Authentication Service authenticates Oracle Digital Assistant users to a social media identity provider (for
example, Facebook) and associates social media accounts with accounts stored in the 

Oracle Identity Cloud Service. 

D. The Authentication Service allows bot designers to configure a custom webhook to authenticate and authorize users
using the System.OauthAccountLink component. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 12

Imagine that you have a financial planning skill. Which two functionalities would typically be implemented as a custom
component? 

A. displaying any type of input component 

B. routing the dialog flow based on values returned from a backend service 

C. returning the current value of a requested stock price in a skill message 

D. running the skill within a webpage 

E. routing to another skill within the suite of skills assembled within a digital assistant 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 13

Assuming that conversation is a reference to the Bots Node SDK, which two sets of code statements to access the
custom component\\'s orderid and userAccount input parameters are valid? 

A. const order = conversation.properties().orderid; const account = conversation.properties().userAccount; 

B. const order = conversation.request().variables[orderid\\']; const account = conversation.request
().variables[\\'accountName 1); 

C. const order = conversation.variable(1 orderid\\'); const account = conversation.variable(\\'accountName1); 

D. const{ orderid } = conversation.properties(); const { accountName> = conversation.properties(); 

E. const{ orderid } = conversation.variable(); const { accountName } = conversation.variable(); 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 14

You want your skill to output the size of the pizza that was ordered.. Which FreeMarker operation must you use 

A. "You ordered a ${size[0]} pizza." 3) 

B. "You ordered a ${size} pizza." :) 

C. "You ordered a ${size.value} pizza. 

D. "You ordered a ${size.string} pizza." 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15
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You want the flow to navigate to the cancel transition immediately after the maximum number of failed 

attempts are exceeded in the System.ResolveEntities Components. 

Which option must you use? 

A. Set cancelPolicy to "immediate". 

B. There is no such option in system.ResolveEntitis 

C. Set cancelPolicy to "true" . 

D. Set cancelPolicy to "lastEntity" . 

Correct Answer: A 

https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/digital-assistant/use-chatbot/built-components-propertiestransitions-and-
usage.html#GUID-259C152F-3F53-4422-B89C-6FA7F01C1762 cancelPolicy Determines 

the timing of the cancel transition: 

immediate--Immediately after the allotted maxPrompts attempts have been met for an entity in the bag. 

lastEntity--When the last entity in the bag has been matched with a value. 
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